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SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
1. In early March, Orlando Castro, head of Propaganda Division of JURE and its representative in Venezuela, revealed that JURE’s principal leaders outside Cuba were:

Manolo Ray - head of JURE;
Raul Chibas - former officer in Castro’s rebel army, now resident New York. He controls planning of military operations;
Rogelio Cisneros - resident in Miami, coordinator JURE’s underground activities in Cuba;
Jose Goeb - former of CIG (Confederation of Guerillas).
TRABAJADORES DE CUBA), RESIDENT IN MIAMI, SPECIALIST IN TRADE UNION AFFAIRS;

ORLANDO CASTRO - RESIDENT IN CARACAS;

JOSE SAN MARTIN - RESIDENT IN PUERTO RICO, FORMER MEMBER GRAU MARTIN'S PARTIDO AUTENTICO.

2. JURE IS ENCOURAGED BY INCREASING SUPPORT FOR ITS THESIS THAT INTERNAL RESISTANCE ALONE WILL BE EFFECTIVE IN OVERTHROWING CASTRO. JURE RECEIVES FIRM BACKING FROM THE CONFEDERACION DE TRABAJADORES VENEZolanos (CTV), WHICH ALSO PROMOTES SUPPORT FOR JURE FROM OTHER LATIN AMERICAN LABOR LEADERS. IT IS ANTICIPATED CTV WILL SOON GRANT FINANCIAL AID TO JURE.

3. AT A MEETING OF TRADE UNION LEADERS IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC IN LATE FEBRUARY 63, IT WAS ALSO AGREED THAT ONLY INTERNAL INSURRECTION WILL SOLVE THE CUBAN PROBLEM. ALTHOUGH JURE WAS NOT MENTIONED BY NAME AND NO OFFERS OF AID WERE MADE, JURE IS ENCOURAGED BY THIS DEVELOPMENT. MEETING WAS ATTENDED BY ANGEL MIOLAN OF THE PARTIDO REVOLUCIONARIO DOMINICANO (PRD), BY ARTURO JAUREGUI OF THE ORGANIZACION REGIONAL INTERAMERICANA DE TRABAJADORES (ORAT), AND BY REPRESENTATIVES OF CTV AND THE PUERTO RICAN UNIONS.

1. GOVERNOR HONORIO MARTIN OF PUERTO RICO IS ALSO A FIRM SUPPORTER OF JURE.
5. Recent incidents of sabotage inside Cuba were not the work of Jure's organization. Jure will be starting internal operations, including sabotage, within next few months. Details of these plans are not known owing to necessity for complete security. Landing of clandestine supplies in Cuba is proving increasingly difficult and dangerous.

6. Principal objective of Jure's organization in Cuba remains to persuade the noncommunists in Cuban armed forces and civil service to ally themselves actively with the resistance groups.

7. Field Dissem: State CINCLANT, CINCARIS.